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The Blue Jeans Rebellion 

CHAPTER 1 

ORDERVILLE 
It was a happy town.  

There was no reason not to be happy. 

But Gideon was not.  

He was almost twelve and he didn’t like 
always being told what to do, what to wear, 
and what to think. 
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The United Order of Orderville was 
perfect for those Mormon families who 
volunteered to live there. Mama and Pa had 
been interviewed and readily agreed to all 
the rules.  But Gideon hadn’t.  No one even 
asked him. 

When Gideon’s family had come from 
Muddy River two years ago they’d been 
starving, so he knew he shouldn’t complain. 
In Orderville, Utah no one went hungry. 

Yet there was a longing inside, like a heart 
beating, that wouldn’t stop. 

He’d heard about the new transcontinental 
railroad that went clear across the country. 
Pa scoffed, “If you want to get there safe 
and sound, better to ride a horse.” But 
Gideon thought a train promised adventure, 
while he was stuck sitting on a hill watching 
a flock of sheep munch grass.  
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Although it was 1877, time seemed to 
have stopped in Orderville. 

 Everyone dressed in the same drab, old-
fashioned clothes. Everyone lived in the 
same small brown, wooden houses 
surrounding a square. Everyone ate the same 
food in the same dining room. Everyone was 
summoned by a bugle to rise at 5AM, for 
breakfast at 7 AM, lunch at 12 noon and 
supper at 6 PM. His mother and other 
women took weekly turns in preparing the 
food and waiting on tables. Behind the 
kitchen was a bakery where every day men 
baked fresh loaves of bread. Nearby, they 
made butter and cheese. Since the settlers 
raised their own vegetables and fruits 
making fresh jams and preserves, there was 
plenty of food.  

He still remembered the hollow feeling in 
the pit of his stomach when all they had to 
eat was a thin watery soup and then one 
day… not even that. 
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Those who settled in Orderville believed 
that they were special, that their prayers had 
been answered, because now they had 
poultry, cows, sheep, horses, and a surplus 
of wool and livestock to exchange or sell in 
nearby towns.  

From dawn to dusk, everyone worked. 
Even young children weeded and hoed the 
gardens. 

 No one had time to get into trouble. 

 So far. 

It wasn’t an easy life, but as Mama said, 
you knew exactly what to expect. No 
surprises. 

“There’s a comfort to that,” she said.   

“Maybe, if you’re old,” Gideon thought, 
but he didn’t want to be rude and say that 
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out loud. 

There was a bucket shop, a carpentry 
shop, a blacksmith shop, and a tannery. No 
one went barefoot. 

Finally, there was a tailoring department 
for clothing. But, first, before any garments 
could be made, the sheep had to be sheared.  
Then, women scoured the wool, carded it 
into rolls, spun it into yarn and finally 
weaved it into cloth. The final results were 
identical. The women wore ankle length 
gray dresses and the men gray, side buttoned 
baggy trousers. Neither were attractive, but 
as Mama pointed out to her four children, 
“Beauty is as beauty does. No need for 
anything fancy to wear, when it’s what’s 
inside that’s important.”  

 “Yes,” Mama,” Ivy and Hannah 
chorused. Even Jared, the eldest nodded  
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Gideon was silent. What was inside was a 
nagging thought. Why was it wrong to want 
to look nice? Couldn’t you still be a good 
person? 

The community’s rule was that you 
couldn’t apply for new clothes unless yours 
were worn out. 

 Gideon kicked a rock out of his path 
wondering why did everyone have to dress 
alike? And think alike? Was it remembering 
the past that made them so content to abide 
by the strict rules and regulations? To be 
fair, it wasn’t all drudgery. 

After work and a light supper of johnny 
cake and corn mush, people joined together, 
to laugh and tell stories by firelight. His 
favorite was the Aesop fable about a thirsty 
crow that figures out how to drink the 
distant water at the bottom of a jug by 
throwing pebbles, so the water will rise. 
“That means” he told his little sister, Ivy, 
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“Where there’s a will there’s a way. But it 
works best if you use your brain.” 

 Some evenings families enjoyed the 
square dances that opened and closed with 
prayers or the singing accompanied by a 
fiddle, banjo, accordion, and guitar. 

Still, Gideon wondered about the world 
beyond. Were those people they called” 
outsiders” all wrong, all wicked? 
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CHAPTER 2 

TEMPTATION 
But one day change came. 

Some blamed Gideon. 

When silver was discovered there was 
wild excitement in the world outside of 
Orderville. Silver seemed to pour from the 
earth especially from Utah’s Silver Reef 
mines. 

As the railroad flashed its glitter across 
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the continent, brand new products came 
from all over the world.   People with their 
new wealth immediately had new desires 
and were fast to buy the latest fads and 
fashions. 

Yet, in Orderville, nothing changed.  

But as Gideon made a routine delivery of 
wool to the General Store in a nearby town, 
he suddenly stopped short, his gaze glued to 
the display. 

“That’s what everyone wants,” said the 
manager.  He looked at the eager face, 
strong arms and slim waist of the youth 
standing beside him. “You’d look right nice 
in them.” 

Gingerly, Gideon touched a pair. The 
material was soft, it didn’t scratch like wool. 
They buttoned in the front, not like the old- 
fashioned trousers They were as modern as 
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you could get.  

He knew he shouldn’t want them. He 
knew it was against the strict rules of the 
Orderville community. Was he too vain or as 
his pa would say with disgust,“too worldly.” 
Was the devil tempting him?   Gideon was 
tired of all the regulations to which his 
Mama and Pa had agreed and assumed their 
children would follow.  

“Called blue jeans,” the man said “Lasts 
like iron. Lasts until you get tired of them.”  

“I’d never get tired of them,” said Gideon, 
then covered this mouth for saying those 
blasphemous words. 

“Guess your people wouldn’t wear them,” 
the manager said, “but I could give you a 
good price. Here’s my ad all about them.” 
He handed Gideon a piece of newspaper, “in 
case you ever change your mind.” He 
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glanced at Gideon’s homespun pants and 
then back at the blue jeans on display. “They 
don’t need suspenders neither.” 

 All the way home, Gideon thought about 
what he’d seen and what the man had said. 
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Glossary 

Note: the terms listed below apply specifically to the 
story The Blue Jeans Rebellion. The words may often 
have additional definitions. 

Adjustment––a modification to make something 
more comfortable or to fit better. 

Blasphemy––a contemptuous or irreverent act or 
utterance concerning God. 

Blue jeans––jeans were invented by Jacob W. Davis 
in partnership with Levi Strauss and Company in 
1871 and patented in 1873.The riveted pants were 
intended for hard physical work. 

Bolts of cloth––a large roll of cloth. 
Book of Mormon––a sacred text of The Church of 

Jesus Christ of the Latter- Day Saints.  
Burlap––a coarsely woven fabric usually made of 

flax, jute or hemp, often used for wrapping goods. 
Carding––A process with a wire-toothed brush used 

to untangle wool before spinning. 
Consequences––the results that follow an action. 
Contaminated––to make impure by contact. 
Corn mush––similar to a hot cereal like grits or 

cream of wheat. 
Covet––strongly to desire something 
Disgrace––to bring shame or dishonor 
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Do-si-do––a popular pattern in square dancing. Two 
dancers approach each other and circle back-to-
back then return to their original positions. 

Durable––something that is able to withstand “wear 
and tear.” 

Errant––straying from the standard established 
limits. 

Fiddle––a musical instrument in the violin family. 
Often used to accompany square-dances. 

Grindstone––a stone disc that turns on an axle, to 
sharpen tools. 

Initiative––the ability to follow through with a plan. 
Johnny-cake––a kind of corn cake. 
Laman––According to the Book of Mormon Laman 

was initially religious but became a disbeliever, 
wicked and mischievous. Pa refers to Laman as 
being rebellious, but Mama reminds him that 
Laman’s followers eventually became humble and 
loving people. 

Lamanites––One of four ancient peoples who settled 
in the ancient Americas around 589 B.C.E.  

Orderville––The Orderville United Order of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints was a 
planned self-sufficient Mormon community in 
Western Kane County, Utah existing from 
1875-1885. When volunteer applicants were 
accepted, they then had to follow rigorous 
regulations. Today, there is still the small town of 
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Orderville, which you can visit as you travel from 
Zion National Park to Bryce Canyon National 
Park. 

Rebellion––a show of defiance against an established 
rule. 

Rebellious––resisting direction or control. 
Revolution––an overthrow or seizure of power from 

within a given group. 
Scandal––an action that causes disgrace. In the story 

Gideon’s actions offended the morality of the 
community in which he lived. 

Sheep shearing––the woolen fleece is cut off. It was 
thought that cutting off a portion of a lamb’s tail 
would reduce potential infection. That procedure 
today is now controversial. 

Square dance––a group dance often with sets of four 
couples forming squares. 

Tannery––a place where raw animal hides are 
converted into leather. In Orderville the results 
would become boots, shoes, harnesses and 
saddles. 

Transcontinental Railroad––The first railroad to 
cross the country. It was built by the Union Pacific 
Railroad heading west and the Central Pacific 
Railroad heading east between 1862-1869 both 
facing numerous difficulties and obstacles. Finally, 
the two railroads met at Promontory Point, Utah 
on May 10, 1869.
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